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What would you do if...

Dialogue

A:   What would you do if it rains tomorrow?
B:   If it rains tomorrow, I would bring my umbrella and
     wear my raincoat.
A:   Did you watch the weather report this morning?
B:   No, I don't believe that the weather forecast is true.
A:   My mom watched the weather report this morning, 
     she said it's very important to be prepared for everything 

especially for typhoon.
B:    Really? Maybe there's nothing wrong about watching 
      or believing to weather reports. I think I should watch 
      the weather report to be prepared too.
A:    Yes, that's better so you can be prepared for everything.
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Activity

What would you do if it is hot tomorrow?
 If it is hot tomorrow, ___________________________.

Where would you go, if you have a holiday tomorrow?
____________________________________________.

Vocabularies

Rains -      Water falling in drops from vapour condensed in the 
            atmosphere

Example:      "If it rains much more, we can expect some 
flooding"

Bring -       Take something or somebody with oneself 
             somewhere

Example:       "Bring me the box from the other room"

Umbrella -    A lightweight handheld collapsible canopy used to 
              keep off rain

Example:       "a folding umbrella"
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Wear -     The act of having on your person as a covering or 
           adornment

Example:      "she bought it for everyday wear"

Raincoat -    A water-resistant coat

Example:    "children wears raincoat on rainy days"

Hot -     Used of physical heat; having a high or higher than 
          desirable temperature or giving off heat or feeling 
           or causing a sensation of heat or burning

Example:      "a hot August day"

Holiday -    Leisure time away from work devoted to rest or 
            pleasure

Example:     "we took a short holiday in Puerto Rico"

Tomorrow -    The day after today

Example:       "I'll be back tomorrow night "


